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Abstract
Using the early universe Heisenberg Uncertainty principle derived by the author, the
HUP and also dE  v   m  a  F ( x)  are utilized , where E is the energy, F is a force equation, and m is

dt
mass and a acceleration. From here, we will be utilizing all of the above to derive a minimum time step
t . Which is pertinent to the Pre Planckian to Planckian space-time regime.
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I. Initial conditions involving inflaton physics
Here, we bring up [1], and look at if scale factor

a  amin t  , then [1,2]
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In particular [2] gives a nonzero initial scale factor which will prove subsequently important. Having said
that
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Our approximation is to use
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t  r / c , the modified HUP given by [3]
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Then using the approximation of
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minimum time step, in the next section while using [4]
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II. Looking at an interval of time, minimized.
What is in the above introduction will be compartmentalized to read as follows
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Such an expression will have the constituent r expressions proportional to the Planck length,

lP

This interval of minimum time should be made consistent with regards to the following force constraint. We
will go to the [5] reference, page 85, in order to look at a change in the stress energy tensor,
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Using this, and stating that in the Pre Planckian regime of space-time due to [5], that

T, 0j j  0 , then if so, using

[3] and [5]
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In other words the Pre Planckian expression for force, as given in the last equation of Eq. (7) will be
Expected to be congruent with respect to Eq. (5)

III.

Conclusion. Since the initial scale factors cancel out, resolving the
problem of consistency between Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) , is heavily
dependent upon the initial state of the inflaton

The problem of if we can keep consistency between Eq. (5) and Eq. (7) depends upon if we have a
non zero , or zero inflaton value in the initial conditions of pre Planckian physics.
In simple language, as given in our problem it is a matter of if
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Here,
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This puts major constraints upon the terms in the square root sign, and is a matter which has to be regularized in
research modeling in the future.
In addition it would be advisable to keep fidelity with regards to initial conditions for which this is true [6,7,8]

E  M   S (entropy) ~ n(count  gravitons)  mgraviton

(10)

Doing so, and keeping track of issues in [9,10,11,12] will help us keep our result in fidelity with experimental
constraints. In addition when reviewing Eq. (9), we need to be mindful of what Corda brought up in [13] as well
in his model of “gravity’s breath”

IV.
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